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Response of the System with No Phase Transformation (kex//3 = 0.5 sin 0.05 t) . Response of the System with Phase Transformation at ATu = +14°C and 0°C (kg^/iS = 0.64 sin 0.1 t) 27 5-8
Response of System with Phase Transformation at ATu = t7°C (k""/6 = 0.64 sin 0.1 t) 27 avg 6-1 to [6] [7] [8] [9] Phase-transformation Response of the System to Various Sinusoidal Reactivity Inputs; with phase transformation initiated at the average uranium temperatures indicated in This report is a presentation of the equations and their analog transformation equivalents necessary for the investigation of a reactor perturbation initiated by a metallurgical phase transformation. Also included is an introduction to the phenomena that made this investigation applicable to a reactor kinetics study.
An accounting of all movements of core material is important in a kinetics analysis of a reactor. The movements of fuel are of special significance in the concentrated systems of fast reactors. The many mechanisms which provide a driving force for these fuel movements have been thoroughly investigated. One phenomenon, however, that has not been investigated as thoroughly as others is the study of metallurgical fuel phase transformations on reactor response.
Without doubt the most investigated and widely reported fuel material is pure uranium. Other fuel alloys are usually quite specialized and are of lesser general interest. This study, therefore, is directed toward a pure uranium model. Experimental investigations of pure uranium indicate that the isothermal transformation initially involves bursts of transformation activity and proceeds in its later stages very slowly to an apparent end of transformation.'' '' A curve which describes the kinetics of the transformation from beta to gamma uranium is shown in Figure 1 -0. Generally, reactor cores are not constructed with pure uranium. Alloys are usually added to enhance the resistance to radiation damage. The addition of alloys to pure uranium changes its transformation kinetics characteristics. There are other factors which affect the transformation but not as significantly; a list of such influences includes:
1. alloy agents , 2. thermal history, 3.
geometry, 4.
rate of heat transfer, 5.
radiation history, and 6. stress history.
TIME

Figure 1-0
Rate of isothermal /3--7 transformation for pure uranium.
In heterogeneous reactors the heat from the fuel alloy is transferred to the coolant through a protective cladding material. Heat transfer to the clad is usually accomplished by metallurgically bonding the clad to the fuel or by introducing a liquid heat transporting material between the fuel and the clad. Figure 2 -1, the metallurgical bond suppresses the "free" movement of the fuel. The axial fuel movement, which affects the nnagnitude and phase of feedback reactivity, is a function of the coefficients of expansion (a) and the moduli of elasticity (E) of both the fuel and clad. For a geometrical description of the fuel-clad arrangement that does not restrain the axial movement of the fuel, see Figure 2 -2. This fuel construction makes this phase transformation analysis particularly applicable to the EBR-II fast reactor core element.
The specific heat is a measure of the heat that is required to be transferred per unit mass of material to produce a unit change in temperature. A metal with a constant specific heat to be heated at a constant temperature rate would have a plot of the specimen temperature versus time represented by Figure 4 -1: the slope of the curve would equal AT/At. In actual metals, the specific heat is rarely constant. If the metal undergoes a phase transformation a thermal arrest occurs; the time required for the arrest is a measure of the amount of heat absorbed. This value is the heat of transformation and can be calculated once the rate of heat input is known(3) (see .v°^ Since dH = c dT,
Curve for a material having a constant specific heat and undergoing no phase transformation Investigations by Feuerstein and Smith(l) have clearly indicated that the elevations of the phase-transformation temperatures occur in steel upon imposing high heating rates. For example, when annealed AISI 1020 was tested at a rate of 2400°F/sec, the AQ critical temperature was shown to increase 300°F above that which would normally be expected. Their investigation also showed that previous heat treatment and stressing influenced the critical temperature during experiments at high heating rates.
This superheating effect was also observed in uranium. Duwez^'^/ noted a marked superheating effect in uraniunn to occur at the alpha-tobeta transformation with a heating rate of approximately 75°C/sec.
Klepfer and ChiottiW/ describe the isothermal transformation in uranium as one involving (a) initial bursts of transformation activity followed by (b) a very slow approach to an apparent end of transformation. The maximum initial rate of transformation was observed to increase rapidly with an increasing degree of supercooling or superheating. The increase in maximum rate of transformation was increased by a factor of 10 for a 3°C increase in superheat for the beta-to-gamma transformation experiments.
A first impression of standard^"^ phase-transformation activity studies implies that a phase transformation of uranium is rather lethargic, and an increase in heating rate would only tend to decrease the manifestations of the phase transformation. However, an increased heating rate magnifies the initial transformation activity in uranium. The kinetics of the phase transformation, therefore, are influenced by the rate of heat transfer and directly affect the kinetics of the reactor core.
Another important phenomenon that can influence reactor operation is phase reversal. A kinetic study of phase reversal through experimental investigations''*'5) has shown that uranium-molybdenum alloys transform from the stable to a metastable phase upon neutron bombardment. This phenomenon has been explained on the basis of the smoothing out of concentration gradients due to the action of "displacment spikes" generated within the sample. Phase reversion is a phenomenon that can influence a fuel alloy to transform into a "higher" phase, say (A)-»(B), at a lower temperature than anticipated. Therefore, a core designed to operate at a temperature slightly lower than the transformation (B) temperature may well be in that phase (B) temperature area.
Generally, a phase transformation (A)-«»'(B) during a temperature rise denotes a volume increase in material or a decrease in reactor reactivity; a (B)-»-(A) transformation decreases the volume and an increased reactivity is associated with an increase in temperature. A variable depending on the rate at which excess reactivity is to be injected into the system (rad/sec)
III. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
The analogue of the core was represented by an average element which was constructed of one axial section and two radial uranium regions, a radial homogenized bond and clad, and a radial region of flowing sodium coolant. Equivalent heat generation and reactivity worth of the average rod regions were evaluated at EBR-II design operating conditions and are expressed in terms of reactivity Ak/k.
For the large sinusoidal inputs, nonlinear reactor kinetic equations were used. The assumption was made that the power remained directly proportional to the neutron density variations.
Fission heat is transported to the uranium surface by conduction; it is then conducted through the non-heat-generating bond and clad to the outer shell surface. The heat is then transported to the coolant by convection and conduction. The small percentage of heat liberated due to axial transfer and by gamma and decay heating were neglected in this model.
Rate of dilatation and time for completion of the phase transformation were taken as a function of heat input. The average temperature of the two uranium radial regions constituted the isothermal temperature at which transformation occurred. Functions which associate Ak/k coefficients to phase transformation and heat input rate are developed in Section IV.
These physical phenomena are represented in block diagram form in Figure 3 -1. The diagram is self-explanatory; however, one feature worth noting in the diagram is the switch for directing heat to the thermal equations or to the equations which express heat of transformation with respect to the thermal equilibrium during the phase transformation.
Mathematical expressions describing the physical events are transformed into electronic representation and are illustrated in Figure 3 When the system is in equilibrium,
One then has, from (2),
Since 2 jSj^ = /3, Eq. (l) is also satisfied. A convenient arbitrary value, usually 1.000, is assumed for n(0); the Cj^(0)'s are then calculated from Eq. (3). Since the terms in Eqs. (1) and (2) differ considerably in magnitude, it is desirable to introduce new variables, defined as follows:
In many reactor systems i/j3 is so small that (V j3) (duj/dt) can be neglected. This is always true where, for this term to be significant, the capacity of the machine would have to be exceeded. The form of the equations used in this report are found by introducing the deviations from equilibrium as new variables, as follows:
Substitution of Eq. (7) in Eqs. (5) and (6), there is obtained
and dACji dt ^i iS kiex Ani + ^^i^nj ->^iACii + ^ /3 kjex (9)
These equations differ from Eqs. (5) and (6) only by the forcing function terms, (1-/3) kjex and Ai/3kiex> which appear on the right-hand side.
Equations (8) and (9) 
Initially when the reactor is in steady state,
C. Thermal Equations for EBR-II Geometry
In the following equations note that the sodium bond and the clad have been homogenized: 
The following equations hold for the uranium radial sections during the phase transformation: Since initially we are operating at a fairly high temperature, it would be inadvisable to attempt to vary reactivity in any manner other than by means of fairly large excursions, because the temperature changes would be slight for small changes in reactivity. Therefore we set up the following relationships: Let .
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